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SAP is a market leader in enterprise business application software. SAP solutions provide a rich set of composable application modules, and configurable functional capabilities that are expected from a
comprehensive enterprise business application software suite. In most cases, companies that adopt SAP software remain heterogeneous enterprises running both SAP and non-SAP systems to support their
business processes. Regardless of the specific scenario, in heterogeneous enterprises most SAP implementations must be integrated with a variety of non-SAP enterprise systems: Portals Messaging
infrastructure Business process management (BPM) tools Enterprise Content Management (ECM) methods and tools Business analytics (BA) and business intelligence (BI) technologies Security Systems of
record Systems of engagement The tooling included with SAP software addresses many needs for creating SAP-centric environments. However, the classic approach to implementing SAP functionality
generally leaves the business with a rigid solution that is difficult and expensive to change and enhance. When SAP software is used in a large, heterogeneous enterprise environment, SAP clients face the
dilemma of selecting the correct set of tools and platforms to implement SAP functionality, and to integrate the SAP solutions with non-SAP systems. This IBM® Redbooks® publication explains the value of
integrating IBM software with SAP solutions. It describes how to enhance and extend pre-built capabilities in SAP software with best-in-class IBM enterprise software, enabling clients to maximize return on
investment (ROI) in their SAP investment and achieve a balanced enterprise architecture approach. This book describes IBM Reference Architecture for SAP, a prescriptive blueprint for using IBM software in
SAP solutions. The reference architecture is focused on defining the use of IBM software with SAP, and is not intended to address the internal aspects of SAP components. The chapters of this book provide
a specific reference architecture for many of the architectural domains that are each important for a large enterprise to establish common strategy, efficiency, and balance. The majority of the most important
architectural domain topics, such as integration, process optimization, master data management, mobile access, Enterprise Content Management, business intelligence, DevOps, security, systems
monitoring, and so on, are covered in the book. However, there are several other architectural domains which are not included in the book. This is not to imply that these other architectural domains are not
important or are less important, or that IBM does not offer a solution to address them. It is only reflective of time constraints, available resources, and the complexity of assembling a book on an extremely
broad topic. Although more content could have been added, the authors feel confident that the scope of architectural material that has been included should provide organizations with a fantastic head start in
defining their own enterprise reference architecture for many of the important architectural domains, and it is hoped that this book provides great value to those reading it. This IBM Redbooks publication is
targeted to the following audiences: Client decision makers and solution architects leading enterprise transformation projects and wanting to gain further insight so that they can benefit from the integration of
IBM software in large-scale SAP projects. IT architects and consultants integrating IBM technology with SAP solutions.
Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with this introductory guide. Begin with an exploration of the technological backbone of SAP HANA as a database and platform. Then, step into key SAP HANA
user roles and discover core capabilities for administration, application development, advanced analytics, security, data integration, and more. No matter how SAP HANA 2.0 fits into your business, this book
is your starting point. In this book, you'll learn about: a. Technology Discover what makes an in-memory database platform. Learn about SAP HANA's journey from version 1.0 to 2.0, take a tour of your
technology options, and walk through deployment scenarios and implementation requirements. b. Tools Unpack your SAP HANA toolkit. See essential tools in action, from SAP HANA cockpit and SAP HANA
studio, to the SAP HANA Predictive Analytics Library and SAP HANA smart data integration. c. Key Roles Understand how to use SAP HANA as a developer, administrator, data scientist, data center
architect, and more. Explore key tasks like backend programming with SQLScript, security setup with roles and authorizations, data integration with the SAP HANA Data Management Suite, and more.
Highlights include: 1) Architecture 2) Administration 3) Application development 4) Analytics 5) Security 6) Data integration 7) Data architecture 8) Data center
Preparing for your SAP S/4HANA business process integration exam? Make the grade with this certification study guide to C_TS410! From financial accounting to warehouse management, this guide will
review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to exceed the cut score. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and answers. Your path to C_TS410
certification begins here! In this book, you'll learn about: a. The Test Get ready for test day! This guide follows the exact structure of the exam, so align your study of SAP S/4HANA business process
integration with the test objectives and walk through the topics covered in C_TS410_2020. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like financial accounting, source-to-pay processing, and human
experience management. Then master important terminology and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After reviewing each chapter, solidify your knowledge with questions and answers for each section
and improve your test-taking skills. Highlights Include: 1) Exams C_TS410_2020 2) Financial and management accounting 3) Source-to-pay processing 4) Lead-to-cash processing 5) Design-to-operate
processing 6) Procurement 7) Supply chain 8) Production planning 9) Enterprise asset management 10) Warehouse management 11) Project systems 12) Human experience management
Revised edition of the authors' SAP SuccessFactors employee central, [2016]
SAP can help you capture better information and deliver it more quickly, allowing you to make better decisions and maximize the business value of everything you do. However, SAP implementations require
massive effort, total buy-in, and significant change throughout the organization. In SAP Implementation Unleashed, 10 expert SAP project managers, functional consultants, and technologists guide you
through the entire journey, helping you avoid pain and pitfalls and gain all the benefits of SAP. The authors introduce start-to-finish business, technical, and project management roadmaps for successful SAP
implementation. Then, drawing on their immense experience, they walk you through the entire process of planning and deployment—addressing make-or-break issues and hidden gaps that other guidebooks
ignore. You’ll discover how to employ processes, models, and toolsets that help you achieve implementation excellence while systematically reducing cost and business risk. Along the way, you’ll find
actionable advice and real-world insight into innovative project management, best-suited leadership, effective load testing, contemporary infrastructure implementation, and more. George W. Anderson is
responsible for providing enterprise applications thought leadership for the EDS/HP office of the CTO. A long-time SAP consultant and PMI-certified project manager, George has authored several best-selling
books and enjoys new challenges. Charles D. Nilson is a senior program manager for EDS/HP and has led many successful SAP implementation teams over the years. He is a PMI PMP and is SAP Partner
Academy certified in MM and PP. Tim Rhodes is a senior SAP technical consultant for EDS/HP and a Basis/infrastructure veteran focused on implementing, migrating, and upgrading SAP Business Suite and
NetWeaver solutions. Tim is also an SAP-certified technical consultant, OCP, MCSE, and HP Master ASE. Detailed Information on How To... Define the business vision driving your implementation, and use it
to design your solution Use TCO techniques to fully understand SAP’s financial impact in your organization Structure your SAP project management office, business teams, technical support organization,
and overall project team Size, plan, and test your SAP infrastructure to deliver the best performance and availability at the best cost Integrate SAP into an SOA environment Install and configure SAP
Business Suite and NetWeaver components Perform basic functional configuration, testing, and change management activities Enable a smooth transition by successfully performing the critical tasks that
immediately precede SAP Go-Live Choose the right mix of tools and applications to test, manage, and monitor SAP Prepare your SAP Operations team for its post-implementation responsibilities
• Understand the Basis system's inner workings to quickly address critical situations• Get step-by-step instructions and practical tips on administration• Explore new information on SAP Solution Manager 7.1,
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enhancement packages, and the new monitoring infrastructure• 4th edition, updated and expandedIn the fourth edition of this flagship reference, you'll find updated, expanded, and revised information of the
most important administration topics for SAP NetWeaver Application Server ABAP. From getting started with the system, to client administration and authorization concepts, to system monitoring, you'll find all
administration tools and practical instructions to optimally configure your system. This book is an essential companion for your daily work.All Concepts ExplainedLearn everything you need to know about the
functioning of SAP Basis. After reading this book, SAP specifics such as work processes, authorizations, and monitoring will no longer baffle you.Tools in Practical UseGet to know the function and handling of
all administration tools, which includes SAP NetWeaver Administrator, DBA Cockpit, transport tools, and many more.Concrete InstructionsReproduce the most essential administrator tasks, based on detailed
descriptions and comprehensive screenshots.Tips from SAP Support ExpertsGear up for critical situations, and benefit from the day-to-day experience that the authors gained in many years of working in SAP
support.New in this EditionExpand your knowledge with this new edition. It now includes sections on SAP Solution Manager 7.1, Monitoring and Alert Infrastructure, System Landscape Directory, and
CTS+.Highlights• SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP architecture• Dialog and background processing• Accounting and lock management• Setting up a system landscape• Client administration• SAP clients, users,
and authorizations administration• Software logistics and instance maintenance• System monitoring• SAP Solution Manager
Make the grade with this SAP Solution Manager 7.2 certification study guide! From installation and configuration to monitoring and management, this guide will review the key technical and functional
knowledge you need to pass your exam with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and answers to solidify your knowledge. Your path to SAP
Solution Manager certification begins here! a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date information on each topic covered in the C_SM100_7205 exam, including SAP Solution Manager architecture,
configuration, monitoring, and more. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like system and application monitoring, landscape design, process management, and job management. Then dial in with
important terminology, and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After reviewing each chapter, test your skills with in-depth questions and answers for each section and improve your test-taking skills. 1)
C_SM100_7205 2) Configuration 3) Architecture 4) Lifecycle management 5) Landscape management 6) Monitoring 7) Maintenance 8) Process and job management 9) SAP EarlyWatch Alert
Developers! Make the grade with this SAP Cloud Platform certification study guide. From application development and integration to mobile services and the Internet of Things, this guide will review the key
technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and answers to solidify your knowledge. Your path
to SAP Cloud Platform certification begins here! a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date information on each topic covered in the C_CP_13 exam, including application development, extension, and
integration. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like architecture, the Cloud Foundry and Neo development environments, SAP Cloud Platform Internet of Things, and SAP Cloud Platform Mobile
Services. Then dial in with important terminology, and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After reviewing chapters, test your skills with in-depth questions and answers for each section and improve your
test-taking skills. 1) C_CP_13 2) Architecture 3) Development, extension, and integration 4) SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services 5) SAP Cloud Platform Internet of Things 6) SAP Cloud Platform SDK 7) SAP
Cloud Platform SDK for the Neo environment 8) Cloud Foundry 9) Java 10) SAP HANA XS 11) SAPUI5

Preparing for your SAP Activate project management exam? Make the grade with this certification study guide to C_ACTIVATE12! From agile project planning and delivery to
new implementations and system conversions, this guide will review the technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key
concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and answers. Your path to SAP Activate certification begins here! In this book, you'll learn about: a. The Test Know what to
expect on exam day so you can take your test with confidence. This guide follows the exact structure of the exam, so align your study of SAP Activate with the test objectives and
walk through topics covered in C_ACTIVATE12. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like SAP Activate elements, workstreams, new implementation, and system
conversion. Then master important terminology and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After reviewing each chapter, solidify your knowledge with questions and answers
for each section and improve your test-taking skills. Highlights include: Explain the important product characteristics in list form. 1) Exam C_ACTIVATE12 2) SAP Activate
methodology 3) SAP Best Practices 4) Agile project planning and delivery 5) Workstreams 6) New implementation 7) System conversion 8) Selective data transition 9) SAP
S/4HANA (on-premise) 10) SAP S/4HANA Cloud, essentials edition 11) SAP S/4HANA Cloud, extended edition
"Make the grade with this SAP Solution Manager 7.2 certification study guide! From installation and configuration to monitoring and management, this guide will review the key
technical and functional knowledge you need to pass your exam with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and
answers to solidify your knowledge. Your path to SAP Solution Manager certification begins here!"-What is SAP BW/4HANA? More importantly, what can it do for you? Between these pages, you'll explore the answers to these questions, from simplified data models and SAP
BW/4HANA Analytics to automated data lifecycle management. You'll find step-by-step instructions for installation and setup, a guide to administrative tasks to keep your SAP
BW/4HANA system in tip-top shape, and the low-down on security in your new system. Explore the data warehouse of the future! Highlights: -SAP HANA -SAP BW/4HANA
Analytics -Installation and deployment -Data modeling -Reporting and analytics -Data lifecycle management -Administration -Security -Data warehousing solution
Demystify the SAP ABAP certification process and get the knowledge you need to pass the SAP Certified Development Associate exam. This book offers a comprehensive guide
to passing the certification exam—dive into question formats, review the core material you need to know, and find out what to expect on the exam. What are ABAP certification
questions really like? How many different formats are there? Dive into the 11 certification topic areas including ABAP Dictionary, ABAP programming, ABAP Objects, Web
Dynpro for ABAP, and enhancements and modifications. Learn proven strategies for passing the exam including practical tips for maximizing your score. This book includes
realistic abbreviated and full-length sample exams and a comprehensive checklist of topics that you will be expected to know. Find out what to expect on the day of the exam. If
you have the ABAP skills, this book gives you the best possible chance of passing the SAP Certified Development Associate exam. - Essential guide on how to pass the ABAP
Associate Certification exam - Overview of certification exam topics - Proven strategies for passing the exam - Abbreviated and full-length practice exams with answer guides
This unique book helps administrators and IT managers to quickly understand the full functionality of SAP Solution Manager, release 4.0. Readers get a thorough introduction in
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the areas of Implementation and Operations, especially in the scenarios Project Management, Service Desk, Change Request Management, and the brand new function
Diagnostics (root cause analysis). The integration capabilities with third-party tools from the areas of Help Desk and Modelling, as well as the relation between the functionality
and ITIL Application Management are also dealt with in detail. The book is based on the latest information derived from the ramp-up experience of release 4.0, and makes
extensive use of invaluable customer success stories. Highlights include: - SAP Solution Manager and ITIL - Support in the Application Management Phases - End-to-End
Solution Support - Change Request Management - Solution Monitoring and Reporting - Solution Manager Diagnostics (Root Cause Analysis) - Issue Management and Service
Desk - Roadmaps and Implementation Content - Test Support and E-Learning Management - Planning and Delivery of SAP Services - Integration of Third Party Tools
SAP Certified Technology Associate - Root Cause Analysis for SAP Solution ManagerQuestions with Answers & ExplanationsClearing the Solution Manager (Root Cause
Analysis) Certification will not automatically lead you to a job.However a Certification with some project experience will certainly open a lot of doors for you.The consultants who
will benefit the most from a certification are the ones with typically less than2 year's project experience.This is not to say that consultants with higher experience will not benefit,
but at that level, having a certification matters much less.So if you have little or no SAP-Solution Manager experience, you should get yourself certified,get some project
experience, and then the whole of the SAP World open for you to explore.Helping you with the first step on you ladder to success is this book.
This book provides an integrative Business Transformation Management Methodology, the BTM2, with an emphasis on the balance between the rational aspects of
transformation and the often underestimated emotional readiness of employees to absorb and accept transformation initiatives. Comprising four phases - Envision, Engage,
Transform, and Optimize - the methodology integrates expertise from areas such as strategy, risk, and project management. Covering the formal and informal structures and
roles needed for a successful transformation, the authors cover a wide range of theory to help understand the phenomenon of transformation. A '360-degree' view on what
business transformation means and how to manage it successfully, this handbook is suitable for business executives dealing with organizational change. A range of illustrative
case studies ensure this is also a valuable resource for academics interested in change and transformation management.
Implement a powerful end-to-end SAP administration solution Get peak performance from your SAP ERP infrastructure using the detailed implementation, maintenance, and
support information in this comprehensive resource. SAP Basis Administration Handbook, NetWeaver Edition delivers integrated management strategies covering both ABAP
and Java stacks. Discover how to deploy components, accurately size throughout, configure Oracle databases, back up your system, and repair performance problems. Career
trends, certification requirements, and marketable SAP Basis skills are also discussed in this practical guide. Essential Skills for SAP Professionals: Plan, prepare, and install
SAP NetWeaver Application Server Set up, configure, and troubleshoot Java and ABAP stacks Establish server infrastructure and efficiently balance workloads Incorporate
transport management and software logistics Resolve performance issues and startup problems Access SAP support infrastructure through SAP Service Marketplace Manage
and back up Oracle databases using BR*TOOLS Perform system copies, stack upgrades, and OS/DB migrations
Preparing for the SAP S/4HANA Finance 1511 or 1610 exam? Make the grade with this certification study guide. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice
questions and answers to solidify your knowledge. From the SAP General Ledger to financial close, this guide will review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with
flying colors. Your path to SAP S/4HANA Finance certification begins here! a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date information on each topic covered in the 1511 and 1610 exams, like asset
accounting and financial closing to cross topics like G/L indicators, document parking, and posting validations and substitutions. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like the general
ledger accounting, accounts payable and accounts receivable, asset accounting, and financial close c. Q&A After reviewing chapters, test your skills with in-depth questions and answers for
each section and improve your test-taking skills.
Use SAP Solution Manager to monitor the amount and efficiency of custom code in your system Learn how to take advantage of tools such as CCLM, SCOV, SAP Clone Finder, the Custom
Development Management Cockpit, and more Explore custom code best practices and reporting techniques Custom code is a vital component of any successful SAP implementation. But it
must be managed, or it becomes an obstacle to future enhancement and innovation. Take the proactive approach to taming your custom code with this book: always be in control, make
changes when and where they are needed, don't get slowed down by bad code, and always be ready for the next upgrade. Custom Code Management Business Blueprint Meet your most
trusted companion in managing custom code! Learn what the SAP Solution Manager Business Blueprint does, how to create it, and understand and use the different management phases.
Practical Advice No matter your volume of custom code, learn when and where to use specific tools to optimize your custom code investment.Code Measurement Understand how to set up
and use different tools and metrics that analyze, measure, and display custom code: SAP Coverage Analyzer, SAP Global Workload Monitor, and more. How-To Steps Find detailed, step-bystep instructions that will help you get the specific tools you need up and running in no time. Bonus Appendices Find coding examples, helpful lists of SAP Notes, information on upcoming
functionalities, and more to get you on your way.
Who says that a leopard can't change its spots? With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving - and you can evolve along with it. In this title, you can learn how traditional
administration concepts are applied in SAP HANA, and find out about the new concepts relevant to an in-memory database.
Getting ready to take your ABAP C_TAW12_740 certification exam? Find everything you need to ace the 7.4 test in this SAP-endorsed resource! Practice makes perfect, and you'll have
practice aplenty with sample questions and answers on every topic covered on the exam. In addition, you can revisit key terminology and learn exactly what to expect from the test. Soothe
your pre-exam jitters and make the grade!
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Revised edition of: SAP HANA certification guide / Rudi de Louw. 2016.
In this book, we provide 115 practice certification questions and answers designed to prepare you for taking and passing the application associate consultant certification exam for SAP
BusinessObjects Access Control 10.0 (C_GRCAC_10) at a single sitting. The book was prepared based on experiences gained via teaching the SAP GRC Access Control 10.0 academy
curriculum and numerous project implementations. Aside being useful as a certification preparation resource, it can also be used to prepare for technical interview for the job role of SAP GRC
Access Control 10.0 Consultant. The book contains in-depth explanation of concepts covering the areas of common GRC settings, MSMP workflow, Integration Framework, User Provisioning,
Role Management, Access Risk Management, Business Rules Framework and Emergency Access Management.
Whether you're upgrading an existing billing system or moving to a subscription- or consumption-based model, SAP BRIM is ready--and here's is your guide! From subscription order
management and charging to invoicing and contract accounting, get step-by-step instructions for each piece of the billing puzzle. For setup, execution, or analytics, follow a continuous case
study through each billing process. With this book, join the future of billing! a. End-to-End Billing Learn the what and the why of SAP BRIM, and then master the how! Charging, invoicing,
contract accounts receivable and payable, and subscription order management--see how to streamline billing with the SAP BRIM solutions. b. Configuration and Functionality Set up and use
SAP BRIM tools: Subscription Order Management, SAP Convergent Charging, SAP Convergent Invoicing, FI-CA, and more. Implement them individually or as part of an integrated landscape.
c. SAP BRIM in Action Meet Martex Corp., a fictional telecommunications case study and your guide through the SAP BRIM suite. Follow its path to subscription-based billing and learn from
billing industry best practices! 1) SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management 2) Subscription order management 3) SAP Convergent Charging 4) SAP Convergent Invoicing 5) Contracts
accounting (FI-CA) 6) SAP Convergent Mediation 7) Reporting and analytics 8) Implementation 9) Project management
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have
during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal •
you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly,
warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor
and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry,
author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
SAP Certified Solution Manager Associate - Configuration for Operations for SAP Solution Manager 7.1 (SM100) Questions with Answers & Explanations Clearing the Solution Manager Certification will not
automatically lead you to a job. However a Certification with some project experience will certainly open a lot of doors for you. The consultants who will benefit the most from a certification are the ones with
typically less than 2 year's project experience. This is not to say that consultants with higher experience will not benefit, but at that level, having a certification matters much less. So if you have little or no SAPSolution Manager experience, you should get yourself certified, get some project experience, and then the whole of the SAP World open for you to explore. Helping you with the first step on you ladder to
success is this book.
SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP Activate! Understand the road ahead: What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities happen when? Start
by setting up a working system, then walk through guided configuration, and learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take advantage of SAP Activate's agile
methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and successful go-live! In this book, you'll learn about: a. Foundations Get up to speed with SAP Activate. Learn about key concepts like fit-tostandard and fit/gap analysis, understand the methodology, and walk through the key phases of project management. b. Tools and Technologies Open up your SAP Activate toolkit. See how to access SAP
Activate content with SAP Best Practices Explorer, SAP Solution Manager, and more. Then, use SAP Best Practices and SAP Model Company to set up a working system for your workshops. c. Deployment
Deploy SAP S/4HANA, step by step. Follow detailed instructions to plan, prepare for, and execute your on-premise or cloud deployment activities according to SAP Activate. Walk through key scenarios for a
hybrid implementation of SAP S/4HANA in your landscape. Highlights Include: 1) Deployment 2) Guided configuration 3) Agile project delivery 4) SAP Best Practices 5) SAP Model Company 6)
Organizational change management 7) SAP S/4HANA 8) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 9) Hybrid landscapes 10) C_ACTIVATE05 certification
SAP® Sales and Distribution Certification Guide is a must-read for SAP aspirants. This book is organized around the 'real-test' and helps you prepare for it. It has over 350 practice questions to help you
grasp the essentials.
Explore and use the agile techniques of SAP Activate Framework in your SAP Projects. About This Book Explore the three pillars of SAP Activate and see how it works in different scenario. Understand and
Implement Agile and Scrum concepts in SAP Activate. Get to Grisp with SAP Activate framework and manage your SAP projects effectively. Who This Book Is For This book is for readers who want to
understand the working of SAP Activate and use it to manage SAP projects. Prior knowledge of SAP Hana is must. What You Will Learn Understand the fundamentals of SAP S4/HANA. Get familiar with the
structure and characteristics of SAP Activate. Explore the application scenarios of SAP Activate. Use Agile and Scrum in SAP Projects effectively and efficiently Implement your learning into a sample project
to explore and understand the benefits of SAP Activate methodology. In Detail It has been a general observation that most SAP consultants and professionals are used to the conventional waterfall
methodology. Traditionally, this method has been there for ages and we all grew up learning about it and started practicing it in real world. The evolution of agile methodology has revolutionized the way we
manage our projects and businesses. SAP Activate is an innovative, next generation business suite that allows producing working deliverables straight away. Manage your SAP Project with SAP Activate, will
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take your learning to the next level. The book promises to make you understand and practice the SAP Activate Framework. The focus is to take you on a journey of all the phases of SAP Activate
methodology and make you understand all the phases with real time project examples. The author explains how SAP Activate methodology can be used through real-world use cases, with a comprehensive
discussion on Agile and Scrum, in the context of SAP Project. You will get familiar with SAP S4HANA which is an incredibly innovative platform for businesses which can store business data, interpret it,
analyze it, process it in real time, and use it when it's needed depending upon the business requirement. Style and approach An easy to follow approach with concepts explained via scenarios and project
examples
Studying for the SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting exam? Get the tools you need to succeed with this CO certification study guide for exams C_TS4CO_1709 and C_TS4CO_1809. Understand the test
structure and what to expect; then walk through each topic area, from product cost planning to profit center accounting and beyond. Quiz yourself with practice questions and answers, and ensure you're
ready to make the grade In this book, you'll learn about: a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date information on each topic covered in the 1709 and 1809 exams: master data, business transactions, periodend close, and more. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like cost center accounting, internal orders, profitability analysis, and more. For each topic, round out your knowledge with important
terminology and key takeaways. c. Q&A Test your knowledge with in-depth practice questions and answers for each major topic, and gain insight into how questions may be worded on test day. Highlights
include: 1) C_TS4CO_1709 exam 2) C_TS4CO_1809 exam 3) Organizational assignments 4) Process integration 5) Cost center accounting 6) Internal orders 7) Product cost planning 8) Cost object
controlling 9) Profitability analysis 10) Profit center accounting
New to SAP S/4HANA Cloud? This is the book for you! Get detailed descriptions and screenshots to see what is possible in SAP S/4HANA Cloud, from core functionality like finance and logistics to reporting
with embedded analytics and KPIs. Learn how SAP S/4HANA Cloud impacts your users and how it can be extended, integrated, and adopted by your organization. Get information on the latest intelligent
technologies to experience the complete solution scope. Discover what SAP S/4HANA Cloud means for your business! Highlights include: 1) User experience 2) Analytics 3) Business processes 4)
Extensibility 5) Integration 6) Adoption 7) Lifecycle management 8) Intelligent enterprise 9) Intelligent technologies
Run your SAP system on Microsoft Azure with this guide to architecture design and system administration! Get to know Microsoft Azure and its prerequisites, service options, and supported SAP products.
Plan and build your system to last with high availability and disaster recovery, and then see how to migrate and operate your system once it's live. Learn to configure and use encryption, backups, automation,
compliance, and other key features. Make your cloud project painless! a. Designing Your System Begin with design considerations: sizing, availability, security, cost, and more. Then understand Microsoft
Azure's architecture and recommended practices for architecture design and service configuration. Walk through network architecture, storage options, and optimizations for your system. b. Operating Your
System Make sure your system is operating at peak efficiency with tools like SAP Solution Manager and Azure monitor, and keep the bottom line in mind with cost management tools. c. Protecting Your
System Hope for the best, plan for the worst. Make sure your system can run without significant downtime (high availability) and can be restored in the event of failure (disaster recovery). Leverage backup
mechanisms, shared storage, and encryption to make your system resilient! d. Preparing for Migration Evaluate your migration readiness, preview the states of any migration project, and begin planning your
migration. 1) Architecture 2) Deployment models and infrastructure 3) High availability and disaster recovery 4) Automation 5) Encryption 6) Governance and compliance 7) Backup and recovery 8) Migration
9) Operations and monitoring 10) Case studies
SAP Fiori strategy, standards, and guidelines -- SAP cloud platform and web IDE basics -- Extensibility in SAPUI5 -- Deployment

In this IBM® Redbooks® publication, we give an overview of different data management topics related to a typical SAP® data center. The intrinsic functionality of SAP is not designed to
completely handle all the tasks of a data center by itself, but the SAP system offers several interface possibilities to attach external tools to it to accomplish this task We explain SAP basic
concepts and the issues with SAP data management. We introduce Tivoli® Storage Manager and all of its products that are related to SAP data management. We provide some comparison
between database backup and recovery tools. Finally, we discuss data archiving using IBM DB2® CommonStore for SAP, and discuss high availability requirements and disaster recovery
considerations. The second part of this book discusses a practical implementation of SAP backup and recovery with Tivoli Storage Manager. We implement this setup on two separate SAP
systems: one running DB2 and the other running Oracle® database. We also implement LAN-free backup and FlashCopy® scenarios. In the sample implementation section, we show many
different tasks, such as backup and restore, database recovery, backup monitoring, and tuning. We also cover some advanced backup/availability considerations, such as split mirror backup
and standby databases. This book helps individuals that operate an SAP environment to devise a strategy for a sound and comprehensive data backup solution using the IBM Tivoli Storage
Management product family.
"1st German edition published 2013 by Galileo Press, Bonn, Germany."
With more than 150 certification questions, answers, and explanations this resource provides an understanding of the complex topic of SAP. Key topics include rollout and Implementation,
synchronization with existing business process, and ongoing support and maintenance. (Computer Books)
• Understand how to process all of your service, problem, and change requests• Get step-by-step configuration instructions for ChaRM and Application Incident Management (the new Service
Desk)• Find practical advice and best practices• Up to date for release 7.1Are you ready to forever simplify the way your company processes and attends to service requests? With AIM and
ChaRM, SAP Solution Manager provides the functionality you need to do just that-and this book provides everything you need to know to take advantage of it! You'll find both the background
and the configuration steps you need to have the major service functionalities up and sailing smoothly in no time.Comprehensive IntroductionLearn about the principles of ITSM, and see how
you can integrate them holistically into Application Lifecycle Management and SAP Solution Manager.Major Tools in IT Service ManagementObtain the background information you need on
AIM and ChaRM, understand Incident and Problem Management, learn how to work with requests for change, and much more.Configuration StepsFind explicit, functional configuration
instructions and screenshots that will help you get AIM and ChaRM running in your SAP system.Reporting and AnalyticsUnderstand how to use key KPI-based reporting features and
dashboards to monitor progress and status.SAP Solution Manager 7.0 vs. 7.1Get the nitty-gritty when it comes to differences between SAP Solution Manager releases. Also, overcome
potential trip-ups, and find recommendations and best practices when upgrading.Highlights Include• Application Incident Management (AIM)• Change Request Management (ChaRM)• SAP
CRM Web UI• Application Lifecycle Management integration• Roles and responsibilities• End-to-end setup activities• Approval management procedures• Transport Management System•
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SAP and non-SAP changes• Deltas between 7.0 and 7.1• Reporting and analytics• Core and extended ITSM features
Preparing for your SAP HANA 2.0 technology associate exam? Make the grade with this C_HANATEC_16 certification study guide! From installation and configuration to monitoring and
troubleshooting, this guide will review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each area, and practice
questions and answers. Your path to SAP HANA 2.0 certification begins here! In this book, you'll learn about: a. The Test Whether this is your first SAP HANA 2.0 certification or your third, you
need to know what's going to be tested. This guide follows the exact structure of the exam, so deepen your knowledge of SAP HANA 2.0 and walk through new certification topics. b. Core
Content Review major subject areas like deployment, database administration, security, monitoring, migration, and more. Then master important terminology and key takeaways for each
subject. c. Q&A After reviewing each chapter, put your knowledge to the test with questions and answers for each section and improve your test-taking skills. Highlights include: 2) System
architecture and deployment 3) Installation and configuration 4) Database administration 5) Tenant databases 6) Scale-out systems 7) Database security 8) Backup and recovery 9) System
replication 10) Monitoring and troubleshooting 11) Root cause analysis 12) Migration 13) C_HANATEC_16 exam
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